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On August 29, 2005, the state’s Information Technology Division
(“ITD”) issued a proposal to make sweeping changes to the state’s
information technology infrastructure. The proposal, called the Enter-
prise Technical Reference Manual (“HTRM”) includes a provision that
would make Massachusetts the first state in the country to require that
all executive branch agencies use open standards for government doc-
uments. Open standards is a policy that increases interoperability of
electronic documents and eliminates restrictive licensing agreements.
The Senate Committee on Post Audit and Oversight (“Committee”),
with the mandate to review state agency operations, reviewed the
process by which ITD developed the ETRM. The Committee found
that ITD was not aware of the cost of the ETRM, the impact it could
have on the state’s public records, limitations on IT accessibility for
persons with disabilities, that the agency excluded key governmental
and advocacy groups, and that the proposal was issued in violation of
state law.

Under the ETRM, all executive branch agencies in Massachusetts,
with as many as 80,000 desktops, are required to comply with the new
requirements by January 1, 2007. The Committee initiated the investi-
gation of the ETRM in 2003 after a memo from then-Administration
and Finance Secretary Eric Kriss directed ITD that “[effective imme-
diately, we will adopt... a comprehensive Open Standards, Open
Source policy for all future IT investments....” Shortly thereafter,
ITD began releasing a series of open standards policies, culminating
in the ETRM, with little or no collaboration with the legislature, exec-
utive branch, constitutional officers, or advocacy groups who
expressed concern with the ETRM. The Committee made the fol-
lowing key findings:

1. ITD released the ETRM despite public testimony that the Open-
Document Format (“ODE”), an ITD approved open standard,
may impair IT accessibility for thousands of workers with dis-
abilities. ITD, the Massachusetts Office on Disability and advo-

• EXECUTIVE SUMMARY •

Key Findings
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cates from the disability community testified that the ODF may not be
compatible with assistive technology, such as screen readers and voice
recognition software, required by persons with disabilities.

2. After seven months of negotiations, the Information Technology
Division still has not completed a Memorandum of Under-
standing between state agencies and the Massachusetts Office on
Disability to ensure accessibility of IT applications.

3. The Committee learned that the state has had a history of acces-
sibility problems with IT applications, including the state’s
human services website and the state’s main website, Mass.gov.

4. ITD did not conduct a cost analysis or develop implementation
documents prior to issuing the ETRM, a new statewide IT frame-
work for 80,000 end users in the executive branch.

5. ITD did not have the statutory authority to issue provisions in the
ETRM relating to public records management. The Secretary of
the Commonwealth and the Records Conservation Board both
have jurisdiction over public records in Massachusetts and did
not approve the ETRM as required by Massachusetts statute.

6. ITD did not collaborate with other state entities involved in IT
and public records policy. During the development of the
ETRM, which affects all executive branch agencies and
employees, ITD cancelled nine out of ten monthly meetings of
state agency Chief Information Officers and relied instead on a
small working group of government technologists. ITD never
presented the ETRM to the IT Advisory Board, an entity which
was created to ensure a cohesive government IT strategy.

7. The exclusionary development process of the ETRM was initi-
ated and led by former Administration and Finance Secretary
Eric Kriss and former ITD Director Peter Quinn. Although sig-
nificant work remains, the new ITD Director and Administration
and Finance Secretary have taken measures to improve collabo-
ration and to address the accessibility concerns of the disability
community.
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While the principles of open standards may offer the promise of
decreased costs and greater interoperability of state documents, ITD
did not pursue this policy in an open, collaborative or lawful manner.
Based on these findings, the Committee makes the following recom-
mendations:

1. ITD should delay the ETRM implementation date of January 1,
2007 unless the agency can demonstrate that the open standards
requirement meets the needs of the disability community. A
statewide government policy that is not compliant with assistive
technology will contribute to the significant problem of unem-
ployment and underemployment for persons with disabilities.

2. ITD should act in consultation with the Massachusetts Office on
Disability to ensure that IT standards comply with state and fed-
eral disability mandates.

3. Prior to issuing IT architecture standards, ITD should submit a
cost analysis of the proposal to the legislature and the Office of
the Auditor of the Commonwealth. Through IT Bond or the
operating budgets of state agencies, the legislature authorizes and
appropriates funding for all government IT expenditures.

4. ITD should comply with existing statute that requires approval
by the Secretary of the Commonwealth and the Records Conser-
vation Board of IT standards that affect public records.

5. ITD and the Executive Office of Administration and Finance
should issue IT architecture standards with a formal public notice
and public hearing process to ensure there is an open and trans-
parent administrative process.

6. ITD should continue to pursue the policy of developing open
standards for the executive branch in collaboration with appro-
priate state agencies, governmental entities, and advocates as
required by state statute and principles of open government.

Key Recommendations
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On August 29, 2005, the state’s Information Technology Division
(“ITD”) issued a proposal to make sweeping changes to the state’s
information technology infrastructure. The proposal, called the Enter-
prise Technical Reference Manual (“ETRM”) includes a requirement
that all state agencies employ open standards for government docu-
ments. Open standards is a policy that increases interoperability of
electronic documents and eliminates restrictive licensing agreements.
In 2003, the Senate Committee on Post Audit and Oversight (“Com-
mittee”) began an investigation of how the ETRM was developed and
discovered concerns about cost, the impact on the state’s public
records, the agency’s legal authority to unilaterally develop the
ETRM, and whether the provisions in the ETRM would limit IT
accessibility for persons with disabilities.

The initiative to adopt open standards in Massachusetts became public
on September 26, 2003 when former Administration and Finance Sec-
retary Eric Kriss sent a memo to ITD Director Peter Quinn stating
“[w]e can no longer afford a disjointed and proprietary approach that
locks in legacy systems, generates excessive use of outside consul-
tants, and creates long, often misguided project plans... Effective
immediately, we will adopt, under the guidance of the Common-
wealth’s Chief Information Officer Peter Quinn, a comprehensive
Open Standards, Open Source policy for all future IT investments and
operating expenditures.” 111 On September 29, Secretary Kriss
announced in the capital budget overview that “[i]n technology, we
will adopt open standards to make systems more interoperable, and
open source software, when available, to reduce licensing, program-
ming and maintenance costs.” 121 In November 2003, ITD released an
initial draft of its Open Standards and Open Source (“OS/OS”) policy
which instituted a policy preference for open source and open stan-
dards, as well as the first draft of the ETRM v. 1.0.[3]

To gather additional information about the proposed policy, the Com-
mittee held an oversight hearing in December 2003. The Committee
invited Secretary Kriss to testify at the hearing but Mr. Quinn repre-

• BACKGROUND•
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sented the Administration instead. The Committee reviewed Secretary
Kriss’s memo, the OS/OS policy, and the provision in the capital
budget. ITD had released a Request for Responses on its OS/OS
policy that was still open for public comments at the time the capital
budget was released.

Committee members inquired whether the OS/OS policy created a
procurement preference favoring non-proprietary software vendors
and questioned the advisability of proceeding with a policy in the IT
Bond Bill while the agency was still taking public comments on the
RFR Mr. Quinn commented that the OS/OS policy was designed to
increase competition rather than exclude vendors, that the IT Commis-
sion endorsed this concept,[4] and that it would move forward concep-
tually while receiving public comments. After Mr. Quinn’s comments
that this policy would provide savings to taxpayers, the Committee
requested a cost-benefit analysis quantifying anticipated savings.

The Committee heard testimony from two industry associations. Asso-
ciation for Competitive Technology and CompTIA, regarding the cost
of the proposal and the potential exclusion of proprietary vendors in
Massachusetts whose products were not compatible with the state’s
open source requirements. The Committee was urged to employ a
cost analysis which measures all costs of implementation, not just
acquisition costs. The associations also expressed concerns about pro-
curement preferences for state IT acquisitions and recommended the
adoption of a level playing field for all vendors.

In January 2004, ITD published and adopted the Enterprise Informa-
tion Technology Acquisition Policy, which required agencies making
IT investments consider all possible solutions, including “open stan-
dards compliant open source and proprietary software as well as open
standards compliant public sector code sharing at the local, state and
federal levels.” t5) In April 2004, ITD included an open standards
requirement in the first version of the ETRM, which outlined the
agency’s IT strategy, goals and tools.
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It is important to note the distinction between open source and open
standards. While “open standards” refers to the technical specifica-
tion of a document, “open source” generally defines software with a
license that does not restrict its redistribution through licensing fees,
royalties or other limitations. 161 Open source software also must make
available the source code, or underlying software blueprint, so that all
end users are free to use, share or modify the product. [7) While certain
desktop applications can be downloaded without acquisition costs,
this software is not necessarily free as many companies sell a distribu-
tion version of operating systems or applications for a fee.™ The orig-
inal proposal by ITD required executive branch conversion to open
source software and open standards, but subsequent proposals only
required documents based on open standards, which is generally sup-
ported by open source software.

The ETRM is divided into five categories, including the Information
Domain which provides the requirements for open standards. Open
standards refers to the technical specification or “make-up” for an
electronic document. An open standard is generally required to be
defined by a standards organization or a consortium, resulting in a
consensus from industry vendors and experts. The standard must also
be available to the public for developing compliant products, and
implies that that an existing component in a system can be replaced
with that of another vendor. 191 In the ETRM, ITD defines principles
for open standards as “specifications that are based on an underlying
open standard, developed by an open community, affirmed and main-
tained by a standards body and are fully documented and publicly
available. It is the policy of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts that
all official records of the Commonwealth be created and saved in an
acceptable format [detailed in the ETRM].” 110]

ITD released a second draft, the ETRM v. 2.0, in May 2004 which did
not include any document format requirements. Several months later
ITD and Microsoft, a proprietary IT vendor, began negotiations on the
licensing agreement to achieve a more accessible standard that com-
plied with ITD objectives for open standards. In a January 2005 pre-
sentation to the Massachusetts Software Council, Secretary Kriss
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announced a tentative agreement to include other software programs,
such as Microsoft, in executive branch operations. 1111 The licensing
agreement was noted in Governor Romney’s “Progress Report to the
People of the Commonwealth,” which claimed that the state had
reached a “groundbreaking agreement with Microsoft Corporation,
[ensuring] full access to public records has been perpetually guaran-
teed without any license fees or restrictions.” 1121 Several months later,
ITD released the ETRM v. 3.0, which included MS Office XML along
with the OpenDocumcnt Format (ODF) as acceptable open formats. 1131

The ODF was specified as an acceptable standard for office docu-
ments such as text documents, spreadsheets, and presentations. The
ODF was developed in 2005 by the Organization for the Advancement
of Structured Information Standards (OASIS), a non-profit consortium
of IT companies and was approved by ISO/lEC international standards
body in May 2006. 1141 The ODF is presently supported by several
office applications, including OpenOffice, StarOffice, KOffice, and
IBM Workplace. 1151

No state government in the United States has adopted the ODF stan-
dard. There are dozens of public and private sector applications that
support the ODF, both in the United States and internationally. 1' 61 The
Library of Congress has expressed support for using the standard in
electronic records projects. The Administrative Office for the Massa-
chusetts Trial Courts recently implemented OpenOffice, a desktop
application which supports the ODF, and has reported relative success
with the application. 1171 The experience of the Trial Courts is unique,
however, as the agency only has approximately 2,000 seats (compared
with as many as 80.000 proposed by the ETRM) and migrated to
OpenOffice from the Corel Wordperfect Office, a non-Microsoft
legacy system, which mitigated some of the transitional difficulties
and risks. 1181

After publishing the ETRM v. 3.0, ITD received a “firestorm of nega-
tive comments” from the vendor community about the inclusion of
Office XML as an open standard and subsequently deleted the entire
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section on data formats from the ETRM. 1191 Linda Hamel, ITD Gen-
eral Counsel, noted that while Microsoft made significant progress
towards meeting ITD’s requirements for an open standard, the agency
determined that it was not “open enough.” 1201 On August 29, 2005,
ITD released the ETRM v. 3.5, which included the ODE but not
Office XML as an acceptable format. Following a two-week public
comment period, 1211 ITD made “minor changes” to the ETRM and pub-
lished the final standard on September 21, 2005, just two weeks
before Secretary Kriss’s departure from state government.1221

The Committee reviewed the final standard and public comments and
met with various industry groups, including Adobe, IBM, Microsoft,
Red Hat, Sun Microsystems and other trade and advocacy groups. At
the October 31, 2005 oversight hearing, Chairman Pacheco expressed
his support for open standards generally, but reiterated that the para-
meters of the hearing and investigation were to review the cost of the
proposal, the legal authority for issuance of IT standards, the process
by which the ETRM was developed and whether the standard meets
the needs of the disability community. The Committee invited testi-
mony from the following persons;

• Peter Quinn, Director, and Linda Hamel, General Counsel, Infor-
mation Technology Division

• Alan Cote, Supervisor of Public Records, Office of Secretary of
the Commonwealth William Galvin

• Myra Bcrloff, Director, and Barbara Lybarger, General Counsel,
Massachusetts Office on Disability

• John Winskc, Massachusetts Disability Policy Consortium

• Jerry Bcrricr, President, Bay State Council of the Blind

• John Beveridge, Deputy Auditor, and Robert Buchanon, IT Audit
Manager, IT Audit Division, Office of Auditor of the Common-
wealth A. Joseph DcNucci
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During the December 2003 oversight hearing, the Committee invited
testimony from several industry groups and met with others to discuss,
among other things, the cost of the proposal. All parties interviewed,
including ITD, agreed that a Total Cost of Ownership (“TCO”)
analysis was an appropriate mechanism to gauge the true cost of
ETRM. 1231

TCO is an analysis that measures the comparative costs of an IT plat-
form over its useful life. This examination considers both direct acqui-
sition costs and indirect costs associated with the application. Indirect
costs include consulting, staffing, training, system downtime and
maintenance. TCO is a valuable measurement for the ETRM, which
invites participation of non-proprietary software companies that may
not have acquisition costs, but require additional costs, such as
training and consulting, associated with the customization of the
application and migration from a legacy system.

At the 2003 hearing, the Committee requested that Mr. Quinn provide
a cost analysis of the proposed ETRM. The Committee received no
response and again requested a cost analysis when the ETRM v. 3.5
was issued in August 2005. The Committee received a letter from Mr.
Quinn on September 19, 2005 with a two-page financial impact
analysis indicating that Open Office Total Transition Costs would be
$8,000,000 and Office 12 Total Transition Costs would be
$34,000,000, a savings of $26,000,000. 1241

The Committee reviewed the document and questioned certain
assumptions used in the analysis, including seemingly conservative
estimates of training and consulting costs. The ETRM proposes an
enterprise-wide implementation of technology that had never been
deployed in a statewide branch of government and with which state
agency Chief Information Officers (“CIOs”), who would likely lead
the implementation, were not familiar. 1251 The 2003 memo by Secre-

• COST•
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tary Kriss to Mr. Quinn acknowledged that the “policy will take time,
energy, and money. We have a large installed base of systems, many
using obsolete technology, which cannot be quickly converted or
replaced.” 1261 In written testimony to ITD about the ETRM, Mr. John
Beveridge, Deputy Auditor, IT Audit Division, Office of the Auditor
of the Commonwealth, noted that “[t]he effort, considering the current
IT environment, would be substantial” and inquired whether ITD had
“considered starting this on a pilot basis, possibly something where
the value could be tested?” 1271 Committee research indicates that
implementations of this scale carry risk for state governments and can
cause operating problems and financial loss. 1281

The ETRM requires state agencies to develop implementation plans
that will allow them to configure existing applications to save office
documents in the ODE by January 1, 2007. The Committee requested
all ETRM implementation documents developed prior to the issuance
of the standard and was advised by ITD that there “were no written
implementation plans prior to [September 21, 2005], although imple-
mentation issues were certainly discussed. Implementation plans for
forward-looking target architectures are often (not always) appropriate
subsequent to articulating the target date.” 1291 While agencies may use
implementation dates as a means to initiate action, detailed implemen-
tation planning is useful in ascertaining project costs as it considers
factors such as the compatibility of legacy systems, the number of
desktops, and training.

The Committee had additional concerns about the cost analysis,
including a lack of licensing costs for legacy Microsoft programs in
the proposed parallel IT systems, potentially high training cost projec-
tions for the new Microsoft Office 12 upgrade, ITD’s uncertainty
about the number of desktops subject to the ETRM, and a lack of con-
sultation with all state agencies about training costs. 1301 The Com-
mittee also had questions about the cost and productivity comparisons
of the two applications. Specifically, how will government perfor-
mance be affected if Office 12 increases user functionality, while
under the ETRM, ITD would eliminate excess functionality by tai-
loring desktop programs to the specific needs of the employees. 1311
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Based on these concerns, the Committee forwarded ITD’s analysis to
the Information Technology Division in the Office of the Auditor of
the Commonwealth and requested an independent review of the pro-
posal. This matter is presently under investigation by the Office of the
State Auditor. Separately, ITD engaged a consulting firm in January
2006 to conduct a cost analysis of the ETRM and this investigation is
also currently in progress.
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1. ITD did not perform a cost analysis prior to the issuance of the
ETRM v. 3.5 or prior versions of the ETRM. ITD did not respond
to the Committee’s request in December 2003 for a cost analysis of
the proposal.

2. ITD did not have any implementation documents prior to pub-
lishing the ETRM v. 3.5 on September 21, 2005.

3. The issuance of architecture standards can impact state spending,
through IT Bond spending or agency operating budget, by tens of
millions of dollars.

4. Cost analysis of IT applications should be based on the Total Cost
of Ownership of the application to appropriately measure all poten-
tial expenditures and savings.

5. The IT Audit Division of the Office of the Auditor of the Common-
wealth is presently reviewing ITD’s cost analysis submitted to the
Committee in September 2005.

• COST •

FINDINGS

6. New Information Technology Division Director Louis Gutierrez
engaged a consulting firm in January 2006 to develop a cost model
and analysis to ascertain the costs of the ETRM v. 3.5.
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2. Prior to the issuance of future IT architecture standards, ITD should
conduct a cost analysis and submit a copy to the Joint Committee
on Technology and Economic Development, the House and Senate
Committees on Ways and Means, the House and Senate Committees
on Post Audit and Oversight, and the IT Audit Division of the
Office of the Auditor of the Commonwealth.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. ITD should include the IT Audit Division of the Office of the
Auditor of the Commonwealth in the cost analysis review to add
expertise and ensure objectivity of the engagement.
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The citizens and businesses of Massachusetts communicate electroni-
cally with state agencies on a daily basis for basic government func-
tions such as health insurance, driver’s licenses and state taxes. As
applications that support the ODF have not been implemented
statewide in any other state government, the Committee reviewed the
ETRM to ensure there would be no disruption of taxpayer services.

Following conversations with ITD and members of the IT vendor
community and a program demonstration, the Committee was assured
that taxpayers with applications that do not support the ODF would be
able to correspond with executive branch agencies through an appar-
ently simple conversion process. While training would be required, it
is the understanding of the Committee that executive branch
employees would save ODF documents in a different format1321 that
would allow compatibility with other common software programs
used by most citizens and businesses. ITD and industry vendors
explained that this conversion process may create minor formatting
changes, such as a logo or font, but will not affect document content.
In circumstances where a conversion process could potentially inter-
fere with the communication, including legal contracts, the user will
maintain a parallel Microsoft application. [33]

During the review of the effect of the ETRM on citizen services, the
Committee learned of potential adverse consequences for persons
with disabilities. In Massachusetts there are thousands of persons
with disabilities working in the executive branch of government,
many requiring some type of accommodation for technology use. 1341

These employees may require assistive technology, such as screen
readers or voice recognition software, for cognitive, hearing, manual
or visual impairment. Assistive technology programs arc generally
developed by small software vendors based on established operating
systems such as Microsoft Windows and desktop software such as
Microsoft Office or Corel Wordpcrfcct and have not yet been
designed to interface with applications such as OpcnOfficc that sup-

•ACCESSIBILITY*
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port the ODF format.' 351 Consequently, the ETRM created uncertainty
in the disability community because the ODF is not sufficiently
mature to attract assistive technology vendors to develop compatible
applications.

The Committee did not raise the question of whether ITD violated dis-
ability law by issuing the ETRM, as presented in ITD’s brief, but
rather it reviewed the processes to ensure the state’s technology is
compliant with disability law. Presently, there is no requirement for
ITD to collaborate with advocates or state agencies representing dis-
abled persons. As a result, persons with disabilities in Massachusetts
have experienced a history of problems with state IT initiatives. In
2004, the Executive Office of Health and Human Services deployed
the Virtual Gateway, an electronic clearinghouse of state health and
human service programs for providers and agencies. Advocates have
claimed that parts of the Virtual Gateway, including applications and
other forms that require electronic “tags,” are not accessible for cer-
tain employees with visual disabilities.'361 Also, the website does not
recognize keystroke navigational commands, which are necessary for
workers that are unable to use a mouse because of visual or motor
skills impairments. In November 2005, New England INDEX, a
group within UMass Medical School, recently reported that a pilot
business services segment of the site “does not comply with EOHHS
Site Policy on Accessibility” and recommended that these issues be
addressed before the site goes public.'371 Additionally, the state web-
site, Mass.gov, holds documents such as the state budgets, which
cannot be opened using assistive technology. [3S]

After posting the ETRM, ITD received public comments from mem-
bers of the disability community, including Myra Berloff, Director of
the Massachusetts Office on Disability (“MOD”), the Disability Policy
Consortium (“DPC”), the Bay State Council for the Blind and more
than a dozen workers with disabilities, expressing their concerns about
the ETRM. MOD is the Commonwealth’s Americans with Disabili-
ties Act coordinating agency with the mandate “to bring about full and
equal participation of people with disabilities in all aspects of life.”'391

In testimony submitted to ITD, Ms. Berloff noted that she was not
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aware of the ETRM proposal until it was published for public com-
ment in August. 1401 Ms. Berloff commended ITD’s overall objectives,
but stated:

The proposed migration to an XML-based open standards
approach, however, concerns us. We are concerned that in
reality it may be an unintended step backward toward closing off
access to government information and government jobs for
people with disabilities. As state government, we are obligated
to ensure that we can effectively communicate with people with
disabilities. Although the open source/open standards arena is
no doubt making progress toward ensuring access for people
with disabilities, it is our understanding that it is currently far
less than fully usable for people who employ screen readers,
speech recognition and other complex alternative interfaces. 1411

Mr. Berrier, President of the Bay State Council for the Blind, sub-
mitted testimony on September 6, 2005 that stated:

I [am] deeply concerned at the potential effect open source pro-
gramming would have on the ability of people who are blind to
access and use state systems and documents. It is imperative
that the effect on people with disabilities be considered before
such a change is made. I am blind and I rely heavily on a screen
reader called JAWS and on Microsoft applications such as Word
and Excel. As a blind person, I do not have the luxury of
switching to other applications. These work well with JAWS
only because scripts have been meticulously written to make
them work. 1421

These comments were echoed in testimony submitted to ITD by other
state employees with disabilities who expressed concerns about the
compatibility of assistive technology with changes proposed by the
ETRM. One such employee, Mr. Gerard Boucher, stated that “[w]c
believe these changes would fly in the face of the Americans with
Disabilities Act, possibly leading to a loss of employment for some
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state employees who are blind.” [43) Despite these public comments
from MOD and the disability community, ITD made no accessibility
related changes or policy announcements prior to the ETRM v. 3.5
publishing. ITD did make other “minor changes” to the standard and
has in the past shown a willingness to respond to certain public com-
ments, as it made its decision to exclude Office XML from ETRM v.
3.0 based on negative comments from the vendor community.

The Committee invited Ms. Bcrloff, Mr. Winske of the DPC, and Mr.
Berrier to testify at the October 2005 oversight hearing. Ms. Berloff
testified that she was concerned about the impact of ETRM on the dis-
abled community, but that ITD has since included MOD in ETRM dis-
cussions. Ms. Berloff testified that Microsoft had become a good
partner for assistive technology, but cautioned that the company
required encouragement from MOD and there was a difficult transi-
tion period in the early 19905. Ms. Berloff expressed similar concerns
about the ETRM and the January 2007 deadline, but that she expected
to be a partner in the ETRM development and implementation process
to address the needs of the disability community.

At the hearing, Mr. Berrier and Mr. Winske testified in opposition to
the ETRM and provided a demonstration of assistive technology and
how implementation of the ETRM will prohibit accessibility to these
applications for workers with disabilities. Mr. Berrier testified that
this policy would increase unemployment among this group of
workers. Mr. Berrier’s current level of access “far exceeds anything
that has been available in the past.... While the computer may be an
option for others, in many cases the technology represents the only
way people with disabilities have of accomplishing tasks, be they
simple office tasks or more complicated things.” Based on prior expe-
riences with ITD, Mr. Berrier cautioned the committee about pro-
ceeding with a policy without assurances that it will meet the needs of
the disability community. “[L]ooking at accessibility after a change
has already taken placed [sic] is kind of like building a house, and
then deciding to put a wheelchair ramp in after you have already built
the porch, the driveway, the concrete steps, etc.... This relates to peo-
ple’s ability to hold jobs; it speaks to our livelihoods. This issue
relates directly to the civil rights of people with disabilities.
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During the hearing, Mr. Quinn acknowledged that ITD has “learned
from the well informed community of persons with disabilities that
there are currently no office applications supporting ODF that meet
the current standards for the accessibility of such applications. We
will not disenfranchise the community of the persons with disabili-
ties.” 1451 Mr. Quinn pledged to improve communication with the dis-
ability community in the continued development and implementation
of the ETRM. While an accessibility working group did convene,
ITD did not agree to meet with the DPC for several months until the
Committee forwarded a letter on the DPC’s behalf to Secretary Tri-
marco in January 2006.

In November 2005, ITD drafted a Memorandum of Understanding
(“MOU”) with MOD to ensure that the state’s IT policies incorporated
the needs of the disabled community. For the past seven months,
however, this MOU has been under review by ITD and, at the date of
this report, has not been signed by all parties. While new ITD
Director Louis Gutierrez informed the Committee that all sides are
still working towards completion, the absence of this binding agree-
ment provides no assurances of improved IT accessibility for the dis-
abled community.

On January 13, 2006, Secretary Trimarco sent a letter to dozens of
members of the disability community in Massachusetts recognizing
“the persistence of barriers to accessibility” in implementing the
ETRM and that the Administration is “committed to fulfilling our
legal and moral obligations to the community of persons with disabili-
ties. If necessary to accomplish this, the Administration is prepared to
delay our targeted implementation date.”1461 Recently, Mr. Gutierrez
created a Manager of Assistive Technology position in ITD to manage
all aspects of ITD software, hardware, telephony and procurements
and has committed key staff in ITD to resolving the Mass.gov website
accessibility issues. In May, ITD released a Request for Information
for a “plug-in” that would allow Microsoft Office users, including
those in the disability community, compatibility with the ODF.
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1. Despite public comments by the Massachusetts Office on Dis-
ability, advocates and state employees expressing accessibility con-
cerns with the ETRM v. 3.5, the Information Technology Division
did not delay its release, or make any changes or policy announce-
ments prior to publishing the standard.

2. At the Committee’s October 2005 hearing, the Information Tech-
nology Division, the Massachusetts Office on Disability and repre-
sentatives from the disability community testified that assistive
technology is not readily compatible with applications that support
the OpenDocument Format.

3. Information Technology Division is not required to consult the
Massachusetts Office on Disability and other disability advocacy
groups in the development of the IT standards. The Massachusetts
Office on Disability, which oversees compliance with state and federal
disability laws, does not have authority to demand compliance of state
IT standards or applications.

4. While no state agency tracks disability information on state
employees, the Massachusetts Office on Disability “conservatively”
reported that there are at least 1,400 state workers with disabilities,
more than 1,000 of whom require some form of assistive technology.
The Disability Policy Consortium testified that approximately 18-20%
of the population has some form of disability, which would indicate
there could be as many as 14,400 to 16,000 executive branch
employees with disabilities.
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5. There is approximately 70% unemployment, and an even greater
problem of underemployment, among persons with disabilities in
Massachusetts. As technology is vital to employment opportunities
for the disabled, any policy that limits assistive technology will
likely increase the problem of unemployment and underemploy-
ment in the Commonwealth.

6. The state has had a history of problems providing IT accessibility
for persons with disabilities. The Virtual Gateway, the state’s web
portal for health and human services, is not compatible with certain
assistive technology. The state’s website, Mass.gov, contains docu-
ments and features that are not accessible for persons with disabili-
ties.

7. After more than seven months of negotiations, ITD has not final-
ized a Memorandum of Understanding with the Massachusetts
Office on Disability and other human services agencies to ensure
that future state IT policies do not adversely affect the needs or
rights of the disabled. Without an MOU or legislation, there is no
guarantee that state information technology applications in the
Commonwealth will be accessible for persons with disabilities.

8. Although significant work remains, the new agency leaders have
demonstrated a more collaborative approach to the implementation
of IT policy. New ANF Secretary, Thomas Trimarco, has engaged
the disability community to address the impact of the ETRM on
assistive technology and has provided assurances that the state will
not adopt IT policies that neglect the needs of persons with disabili-
ties. New ITD Director, Louis Gutierrez, has dedicated ITD staff
exclusively to making IT in Massachusetts accessible for persons
with disabilities. Mr. Gutierrez has informed the Committee that
ITD is committed to finalizing a Memorandum of Understanding to
ensure that state IT standards and policies meet the needs of the
disabled community.
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1. ITD should delay the ETRM implementation date of January 1,
2007 unless the agency can demonstrate that the open standards
requirement meets the needs of the disability community. The state
should not switch from an IT strategy that supports assistive tech-
nology to one that will contribute to the significant problem of
unemployment and underemployment for persons with disabilities.

2. To protect the rights of persons with disabilities and to prevent liti-
gation, ITD should act in consultation with the MOD to ensure that
IT standards comply with state and federal disability mandates.
This should be accomplished either through legislation or a Memo-
randum of Understanding between MOD, the ITD and other appro-
priate state human service agencies.

3. To ensure accessibility for persons with disabilities, MOD should
report to the Office of the State Auditor and the Attorney General
on compliance of the state’s information technology systems with
state and federal disability laws.

RECOMMENDATIONS
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The enabling statute for the Senate Committee on Post Audit and
Oversight mandates performance auditing “for the particular purpose
ofmaking an appraisal or evaluation of the ... faithfulness of adminis-
trative compliance with the intent of legislation and administrative
regulations affecting a specified agency of the commonwealth.” 1471

Accordingly, the Committee reviewed the authority of agencies
presently involved in setting IT policy for the Commonwealth,
including ITD, the Secretary of the Commonwealth, and the Records
Conservation Board (“RCB”).

In the October 2005 oversight hearing, Mr. Quinn and Ms. Hamel of
ITD and Mr. Alan Cote, Supervisor of Public Records, Secretary of
the Commonwealth, disagreed on ITD’s legal authority to unilaterally
issue the ETRM. Generally, ITD is responsible for the ongoing IT
operations in the executive branch and the Secretary of the Common-
wealth and the RCB are responsible for, among other things, public
records creation, retention, and preservation policies. As public
records are increasingly created in electronic format, information
technology and document management policies have become inter-
mingled, creating uncertain legal authority for state agencies.

The Secretary is the state’s mandated keeper of public records and
employs the state Supervisor of Public Records (“Supervisor”). The
Supervisor was established in 1892 to “take necessary measures to put
the records of the commonwealth, counties, cities or towns required
by law and to secure their preservation” 1481 and administers and
enforces the state’s Public Record Law. 1491 The Supervisor is arbiter of
the manner in which public records are recorded and stored. 1501

The Records Conservation Board, created in 1920, is comprised of the
state librarian, the Attorney General, the state comptroller, the Com-
missioner of Administration, the Supervisor of Public Records and the
state archivist. 1511 The RCB may “require all departments of the com-

• LEGAL AUTHORITY •
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monwcalth to report to it what series ofrecords they hold, to set stan-
dards for the management and preservation of such records, and to
establish schedules for the destruction, in whole, or in part, and
transfer to the archives or another appropriate division within the
office of the state secretary, in whole, or in part, of records no longer
needed for current business.” (Emphasis added). 1521 The RGB’s
authority applies to all documentary materials, “regardless of physical
form or characteristics,” made by any state agency or governmental
subdivision. 1531

The Information Technology Division has the mandate to carry out
“the efficient and economical administration of [IT] systems within
the executive departments including, but not limited to, setting infor-
mation technology standards... reviewing and approving the planning,
design, acquisition and operation of information technology systems,
assessing the performance of information technology systems and
operations.... ”[54) ITD has also been authorized to expend funds
appropriated by the legislature in IT Bond bills, requiring any execu-
tive branch agency requesting new IT hardware or software to seek
the approval of ITD.

The Supervisor, the RGB and ITD are granted identical authority in
the Massachusetts Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (MUETA).
The MUETA was adopted from a national model to ensure a uniform
application of law for transactions between parties that rely on elec-
tronic means such as email and electronic signature. 1551 Despite
numerous meetings with the Mr. Cote about the ETRM, ITD issued
the standard without the approval of the Secretary and without ever
formally presenting it to the RCB [56)

, let alone receiving its approval.
In a brief to the Committee, ITD asserted that it has “clear” legal
authority for adoption of standards pertaining to electronic document
formats for the executive branch. ITD’s claims may broadly be cate-
gorized as the following:
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1. Legal Construction: ITD claims the legal construction of the three
agencies, ITD, the Secretary of the Commonwealth, and the
Records Conservation Board, favors authority of a more recently
created centralized agency that oversees technology standards for
the Commonwealth.

3. MUETA: ITD claims the MUETA was adopted to ensure collabora-
tion on IT policies that affect state public records (which the ETRM
does not) and was not a reorganization of the agencies that altered
existing legal authority.

The Committee reviewed the brief, met with ITD’s General Counsel
on several occasions and analyzed the enabling statutes and sup-
porting case law for the three agencies and found questionable legal
authority for ITD’s issuance of the ETRM standard based on the fol-
lowing:

ITD argues that it has the authority to set standards that may affect
public records because it was created subsequent to the Secretary and
the RCB and the principles of legal construction hold that the more
recent and more specific statute governs. The Committee has several
concerns about this contention. First, the legal construction of a more
recent, more specific statute superseding a general rule applies when
two or more statutes conflict. Doc v. Attorney General. 425 Mass.
210, 215 (1997). 1571 ITD’s enabling legislation makes no reference to
public records and does not conflict with the Secretary of the Com-
monwealth’s authority. While there have been overlapping actions by
the agencies, ITD’s enabling statute makes no provision for altering
public records and docs not conflict with the Secretary’s authority.

2. Lack of Jurisdiction: ITD claims that the Archivist, Secretary and
RCB have no authority over the ETRM because the standard does
not affect document creation, maintenance or destruction.

Legal Construction
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Therefore, Mass. G. L. c. 7, § 4A does not supersede the explicit
authority given to the Secretary.

Second, a more specific statute does not repeal an underlying
authority. Doe, 425 Mass, at 216. ITD claims that it does not want to
intrude on the Secretary’s public records authority, 1581 however, it con-
cedes that ‘TTD has adopted hundreds of information technology stan-
dards, almost all of which affect public records in some way”1591 and
that it is impossible to manage the state’s IT environment without
having the “authority and discretion to issue policies and standards
that profoundly affect the creation and storage of public records
within the Executive Department by Executive Department agencies,
including their formats.” 1601 ITD’s enabling statute permits the
issuance of state IT standards, but does not diminish or replace the
Secretary’s underlying authority to oversee public records for the
Commonwealth.

Third, ITD argues that it has power to issue IT standards for the exec-
utive branch, which have inherent affect on public records and that the
“[legislature must be assumed to have know [sic] that it had [granted
the agency this power].” 1611 Importantly, ITD’s statute does not pro-
vide any authority over public records. The legislature is presumed to
understand existing statutes and the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial
Court “will not add words that the legislature did not put there, either
by inadvertent omission or by design.” Commonwealth v. Callahan.
440 Mass. 436, 443 (2003), citing Commonwealth v. McLeod. 437
Mass. 286, 294 (2002). The courts generally interpret statutes to be
harmonious and where ITD has no explicit authority to affect public
records it should not be presumed that the legislature had intended to
confer such power that would conflict with that of the Secretary.
Adoption of Marlene. 443 Mass. 494, 500 (2005).

Lack of Jurisdiction

ITD states that the Secretary and the RCB have no jurisdiction over
the ETRM because it is an architectural blueprint that contains no pro-
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visions for the creation, maintenance or preservation of electronic
documents. The ODF is part of the ETRM’s principles for open stan-
dards and is strictly a technology decision regarding executive branch
documents and has no effect on the authority of the Secretary of the
Commonwealth and the Records Conservation Board. First, ITD
claims that the Secretary’s office only administers non-current
records, which are not affected by the ETRM and that the Supervisor
of Public Records has already allowed agencies to play a role in
archiving electronic records. Second, the RGB’s authority extends
only to non-current records and cannot affect the existing authority of
the Executive Office of Administration and Finance. 1621

Currently, when a record is deemed public and necessary for long-
term preservation, the State Archivist converts the record, regardless
of type (paper, electronic, etc.), into a format that guarantees the
record’s accessibility and readability into the future. The hardware
and software used in the process is jointly selected by the Supervisor,
the state archivist, and the RCB. In developing document standards in
the ETRM, ITD was aware of the conflict with public records juris-
diction and removed any specific provisions relative to the creation,
preservation or destruction of public records. 1631 ITD still concedes,
however, that it can’t function without issuing standards that “that
profoundly affect the creation and storage of public records.” 1641

Mr. Cote maintains that the ETRM still infringes on the Secretary’s
authority. Specifically, Mr. Cote asserts and ITD admits that the
Supervisor is responsible for the proposal to build the state’s digital
archive, 1651 a central storage facility for all electronic documents cre-
ated by state and local government entities in Massachusetts. There is
a presumption that documents, including electronic records, 1661 created
by executive branch employees are public records. 1671 Accordingly,
documents created in the ODF (such as an employment file or official
agency communication) will be preserved in the state’s digital
archive. Therefore, by adopting open standards and specifically the
ODF, Mr. Cote maintains that ITD has set an IT standard that affects
the storage of electronic public records without the approval of the
Secretary.
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Mr. Cote has acknowledged that he finds promise in the ODF,[68] but
has expressed two concerns about its impact on public records. First,
the ODF, while endorsed by certain archival agencies, at this time is
not sufficiently mature to guarantee the storage of public records. Mr.
Cote maintains this is not a technology decision for ITD, because if
such a standard proves unworkable for the Secretary’s proposed dig-
ital archive, then it has public records creation and preservation impli-
cations. Second, Mr. Cote argues that many state agencies with whom
his office works to develop document storage programs, have made
significant financial investments in IT systems that operate efficiently
and securely, and will no longer be available under the ETRM. 16,1 Con-
sequently, ITD has issued a standard that the Secretary will be
required to manage under the digital archive and has removed an
existing public records storage option for municipalities and state
agencies without the approval of the Secretary of the Commonwealth
or the RCB.

ITD claims that the RCB has no jurisdiction over the ETRM because
the enabling statute pertains to non-current records and shall not
lessen the authority of the Executive Office for Administration and
Finance. In a public meeting on April 4, 2006, the RCB discussed a
communication from the Committee concerning ITD’s authority to
unilaterally issue the ETRM and decided that it disagreed with ITD’s
interpretation of the statute, that the ETRM would impact public
records in the Commonwealth and that it would review these jurisdic-
tional issues at a future public meeting. 1701

Recognizing the intersection of document management and informa-
tion technology, the MUETA, among other things, requires ITD, the
Secretary, and the RCB to jointly administer decisions about the cre-
ation, preservation and destruction of electronic documents. The
MUETA, in relevant part, provides the following:

MI’ETA
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Section 17. (a) The supervisor of records under section 1 of
chapter 66 and clause Twenty-sixth of section 7 of chapter 4, the
records conservation board under section 42 of chapter 30, and
the information technology division under section 7 of
chapter 4A, shall determine whether, the extent to which and the
manner by which each executive department agency shall create,
maintain and preserve electronic records, signatures and con-
tracts and the method of converting paper government records to
electronic format. Nothing in this chapter shall affect the
existing authority of the supervisor of records, the records con-
servation board or the information technology division under the
cited sections. (Emphasis added). 17111721

In determining the validity of administrative compliance with legisla-
tive mandates, the Massachusetts Supreme Court first looks at the
clarity of the statutory language, which is the “principal source of
insight into Legislative purpose.” Massachusetts Hosp. Ass’n v.
Department of Medical Sec.. 412 Mass. 340, 346 (1992), citing Simon
v. State Examiners of Electricians. 395 Mass. 238, 242 (1985). See
also Atlantic Medical Center v. Commissioner of the Division of
Medical Assistance, 439 Mass. 1,6 (2003); In the Matter of a Grand
Jury Subpoena. 09914, SJC (Mass. June 22, 2006). The MUETA
clearly requires collaboration of the Supervisor of Public Records, the
RCB and ITD and makes no provision for one of the entities to unilat-
erally issue a standard affecting public records. The Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court has held that “[a] fundamental principle of
statutory interpretation ‘is that a statute must be interpreted according
to the intent of the Legislature ascertained from all its words con-
strued by the ordinary and approved usage of the language, considered
in connection with the cause of its enactment, the mischief or imper-
fection to be remedied and the main object to be accomplished to the
end that the purpose of its framers may be effectuated.’” Harvard
Crimson. Inc, v. President and Fellows of Harvard Collette. 445 Mass.
745, 749 (2006) citing Hanlon v. Rollins. 286 Mass. 444 (1934). Had
the legislature intended ITD to issue these standards unilaterally, it
could have easily removed the authority of the other agencies.
McCarty’s Case. 445 Mass. 361, 365 (2005). The language of the
MUETA clearly requires collaboration between the agencies and the
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Massachusetts Supreme Court “may reject a regulation that is ‘con-
trary to the plain language of the statute and its underlying purpose.’”
Smith v. Commissioner of Transitional Assistance. 431 Mass. 638
(2000) citing Massachusetts Hosp. Ass’n. 412 Mass. 340, 346.

In recent years, the legislature has placed limits on ITD’s authority to
independently develop IT policy. The 2002 capital outlay bill,
referred to as IT Bond 111, was originally proposed by then Acting
Governor Jane Swift, to provide S3OO million in funding for develop-
ment of IT strategies and projects under ITD discretion with no man-
dated collaboration with other state agencies. l[73] During deliberation,
however, the legislature amended the bill to require ITD to collaborate
with Secretary of the Commonwealth, Department of Transitional
Assistance and Department of Social Services on projects within the
jurisdiction of each agency. 1741 The legislature also required ITD to
report to the legislature relative to strategy, cost and implementation
timelines. The legislature added the 2002 IT Commission which man-
dated the collaboration of legislators, executive branch officials, and
private sector experts to develop an “enterprise-wide strategy,
including all 3 branches of government and the constitutional offices,
for the commonwealth's information technology infrastructure, system
development and governance.” 1751 Most recently, the Senate engrossed
Senate Bill 2385, the 2006 Information Technology Bond Bill, which
required ITD to promulgate procurement procedures, subject to the
approval of the State Auditor, to “ensure an open and fair competitive
process.”

If the statute is unclear or provides discretion, a state agency has lati-
tude to interpret statutory construction, but “[an] incorrect interpreta-
tion of a statute... is not entitled to deference.” Massachusetts Hos-
pital Ass'n. 412 Mass 340, 346 citing Kszepka's Case. 408 Mass. 843,
847 (1990). The language of the MUETA and the legislature’s intent
to require collaboration in the development of IT policy is plain. The
legislature had placed a series of limitations and reporting require-
ments on ITD to ensure that it collaborated with other affected state
agencies. ITD’s issuance of the ETRM with knowledge of the Super-
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visor’s express opposition to the standard and without making a
formal presentation to the RCB or receiving its approval is in clear
violation of the statutory requirement for collaboration. 1761

In reviewing the legal authority of these agencies, the Committee
notes the public policy importance of the Secretary’s role in pre-
serving public records. “The commitment to maintaining the avail-
ability of such records is one of state government's most fundamental
and vital responsibilities.” 1771 Public records are accessed each day by
hundreds of thousands of citizens relying on basic government serv-
ices. In addition to documenting the state’s history, these records help
taxpayers with health benefits, voting information, housing deeds,
automobile registration, and basic corporate operations. The state
public records law permits citizens the absolute right of access to
public information, including the right to inspect or copy public
records from government agencies. l7Bl Any policies that potentially
compromise public records standards must be done with the approval
of the Secretary of Commonwealth.
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1. ITD did not have the statutory authority to issue provisions in the
ETRM relating to public records management. The Secretary of the
Commonwealth and the Records Conservation Board both have
jurisdiction over public records in Massachusetts and did not
approve the ETRM as required by Massachusetts statute.

2. Secretary of the Commonwealth, the state’s keeper of public
records, has expressed opposition to the ETRM. The Supervisor of
the Public Records claims that if such a standard proves unworkable
for the Secretary’s proposed public records digital archive, then it has
public records creation and preservation implications.

4. The language of the MUETA clearly requires collaboration with the
Secretary of the Commonwealth and the Records Conservation
Board. This interpretation is consistent with legislative intent that
ITD collaborate with other bodies in the development of certain IT
policy.

5. The legislature has limited the authority of ITD on several occa-
sions since 2002. Specifically, the legislature has required ITD to
obtain the approval of other agencies that may be affected by IT
strategic decisions as well as reporting requirements to the various
legislative committees and state agencies.

• LEGAL AUTHORITY •

FINDINGS

3. The Records Conservation Board stated that the ETRM will affect
the state’s public records and it was never provided a formal pre-
sentation of the standard let alone endorsed it.
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6. The maintenance and preservation of public records is an essential
function of state government. Hundreds of thousands of citizens
rely on public records each day for the administration of basic gov-
ernment services such as health care, voting information, housing
deeds and corporate operations. The Secretary of the Common-
wealth is responsible for ensuring citizens have the absolute right
to these documents.

1. To ensure the protection of the state’s public records, the Secretary
of the Commonwealth and the Records Conservation Board should
maintain authority to approve IT standards that affect public
records.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2. The legislature should adopt legislation proposed by Secretary
William Galvin to include the Information Technology Division on
the Records Conservation Board.
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The 2002 IT Commission, in its mission statement, recommended that
“[enterprise IT reform in Massachusetts, to the extent appropriate,
should encompass all three branches of state government, state agen-
cies, state authorities, cities and towns, and the Commonwealth’s uni-
versity and research community.’’ 1791 The Committee reviewed the
process by which ITD developed the ETRM including interaction with
legislators, other state agencies, members of the public, and industry
vendors.

Over a two year period, ITD put significant effort into drafting the
ETRM, including legal research, vendor forums, and communication
with state CIOs. Despite these efforts, the Committee’s investigation
revealed that ITD did not have a sufficiently open process during the
ETRM development period and excluded important constituencies,
including state agencies, legislators and advocates.

ITD normally conducts monthly meetings for all state agency CIOs
“to ensure information is accessible to all who could benefit [and] the
intent to publish agendas, presentations, and handouts, and to provide
meeting minutes.”1801 In the development of the ETRM, however, ITD
relied on a series of “kitchen cabinet” meetings that included a small
group of executive branch CIOs 1811 and did not release meeting minutes
or make meeting information public. From December 2004 until
August 2005, a period in which two versions of the ETRM were
released, ITD cancelled nine of the ten scheduled monthly CIO meet-
ings and did not discuss the ETRM in the one meeting it did hold.

In the October 2005 oversight hearing, MOD Director Myra Berloff
testified that she was unaware of the ETRM until it was published.
ITD subsequently confirmed that “some of the disability agency IT
people were left off of the CIO meeting list (inadvertently)” but have
since [after release of the ETRM v. 3.5] been included in discus-
sions.lB2l In November, the Committee learned that the DPC had been

• PROCESS •
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unable to schedule a meeting with ITD despite numerous requests,
and forwarded a letter to Secretary Thomas Trimarco. A meeting was
scheduled on January 9, 2006, and the DPC discussed concerns about
assistive technology, public sector employment, and inadequate access
to the agency. 1831 Subsequently, ITD committed to several action items
including assurances for improved communication and recognition of
the needs of the disability community. 1841

There is disagreement between ITD and the Supervisor of Public
Records about the level of collaboration between the agencies in the
development of the ETRM. ITD claims it provided the Secretary spe-
cial deference on the matter, while Mr. Cote asserted that he repeat-
edly expressed his reservations about the standard and his concerns
were not addressed. Mr. Cote claims that he was not aware the ETRM
would contain document format standards until June 2005. 1851 Also,
while ITD did communicate with Mr. Cote, a member of the RCB, the
agency did not collaborate with the RCB in the development of the
ETRM, and did not seek the approval of or even make a formal pre-
sentation to the RCB prior to its issuance. lB6l

In 2004, the legislature enacted the Information Technology Advisory
Board (“Advisory Board”) based upon the 2002 IT Commission’s rec-
ommendations to improve the government’s uncoordinated IT
strategy. The Commission found that the state’s disparate IT policies
resulted in increased costs, and decreased information sharing and
capabilities and consequently, decreased value and utility to the tax-
payers and businesses of the Commonwealth. 1871 To address these con-
cerns and develop a statewide IT coordinated strategy, the legislature
passed Chapter 149 of the Acts of 2004, which created an advisory
panel of the government’s three branches.

The seven member Advisory Board is comprised of the state CIO, leg-
islative CIO, the judiciary’s CIO, the Chairs of the House and Senate
Committee on Science and Technology, and two members selected by

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY BOARD
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the Governor. It is charged with drafting a MOU that is “acceptable to
the executive department, legislature, judiciary and constitutional
offices that shall include information technology standards and a
strategic plan for the signatories’ acquisition and use of information
technology.” 1881 The Advisory Board was designed to advise the state
CIO on IT issues, “including the development of an enterprise vision,
strategy and direction for the use of information technology in the
executive department, the development of policy, strategic planning,
and project selection criteria, and information technology architecture,
infrastructure, information technology investments and security.” 1891

Enacted in July of 2004, the Advisory Board conducted its first
meeting on March 28, 2005 and a second meeting on May 11, 2005, in
which Ms. Hamel presented an overview of the ITD licensing negotia-
tions with Microsoft. 1901 The Advisory Board issued an annual report,
which recommended that membership be expanded to include repre-
sentatives from the Treasurer’s Office, State Auditor’s Office, Secre-
tary of the Commonwealth, and the Office of the Attorney General.
The report also included the following overview of projects for FY
2006:

• IT Strategic Technology Planning for the Commonwealth

• Development of a recommendation to the recipients of this report
that they sign a Memorandum of Understanding drafted by the IT
Advisory Board pertaining to information technology develop-
ment and acquisition.

Determination of how to leverage the Commonwealth’s informa-
tion technology investments to improve economic development

Identification of mechanisms for optimizing IT procurement in the
Commonwealth 1911

The Advisory Board has met twice since the issuance of the annual
report, but has not drafted an MOU outlining IT Strategy. ITD main-
tains that the goals of the ETRM, which is a strategic vision and speci-
fications for the executive branch, are not what the legislature envi-
sioned as “strategy” in the passage of the Advisory Board. While the
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Advisory Board is a consultative entity and constitutional prohibitions
preclude interference between branches of government, it was devel-
oped as a collaborative entity to create more value for the taxpayers
and ensure that the Massachusetts government had a coordinated IT
strategy. Despite the existence of the Advisory Board, ITD never pre-
sented ETRM or formally discussed the ODF with it prior to issuing
the standard.

It is important that government agencies, particularly information
technology agencies, have flexibility in decision-making processes.
ITD is forced to make hundreds of decisions about IT procurements
and standards, varying in size and scope, which are within the scope
of its expertise and have no impact on outside entities. For example,
in the event of a virus threat or a systems failure, ITD may be required
to make real-time decisions and procurements that should not be
slowed by bureaucratic requirements. Agencies should, however,
maintain an open administrative process for more comprehensive
policies to ensure public input, a transparent process and avenues of
administrative recourse. The Massachusetts Administrative Proce-
dures Act (“APA”) was passed to ensure these procedural protections
in agency proceedings. APA requirements, which apply to agency
regulatory actions, include public notice, a public hearing, an adjudi-
catory hearing process, and a substantial evidence standard. [92]

As ITD does not have regulatory authority, it issued the ETRM as a
standard which it claims is not subject to the APA. While the defini-
tion of a regulation includes a “standard,” the ETRM likely meets an
APA exclusion for standards that govern internal agency operations.
While ITD did establish a voluntary public comment period and
worked with industry and government entities during the development
of the ETRM, 1931 the Committee was contacted by advocates and ven-
dors who were excluded from the process and left with no administra-
tive recourse. ITD did not respond to the public testimony about
accessibility for persons with disabilities by more than a dozen state

ADMINSTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT
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employees and the Massachusetts Office on Disability. The state’s
existing IT vendor, Microsoft, claimed that ITD “did not provide suf-
ficient time for review and comment on the proposed policy, nor a
robust process for addressing comments. Due process requires much
more, particularly given the unprecedented nature of the proposal and
the potentially adverse consequences it could provoke.” 1941 A formal
public hearing process would have afforded ITD the opportunity to
hear concerns and take any necessary corrective action prior to issuing
the standard.

The Committee recognizes the temptation for parties to use APA safe-
guards in self-interest to delay unfavorable regulations, with such
actions potentially resulting in added time and expense. IT architec-
ture standards, 11951 however, are issued infrequently, 1961 have an expan-
sive scope covering up to 80,000 desktops, and may have a direct
impact on employees, the general public and private sector corpora-
tions. For such standards, the application of certain APA protections
is appropriate to ensure a transparent process with public input and
procedural protections. A public hearing and a formal notice process
would have ensured that all stakeholders were aware of the ETRM and
that comments were considered in an open forum.
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1. ITD held a voluntary public comment period, industry vendor
forums, and conducted legal research, but did not lead a collabora-
tive policy-making process with the legislature and other state
agencies in developing the ETRM.

3. The Records Conservation Board, comprised of public records spe-
cialists, believes the ETRM will affect public records, but was not
consulted in the development of the ETRM and did not receive a
formal presentation of the standard prior to issuance.

4. The Supervisor of Public Records and ITD communicated intermit-
tently during the development of the ETRM. ITD claims that it
made repeated attempts to work with the Office of the Secretary of
the Commonwealth, while the Supervisor maintains there was no
recognition of the concerns of the Secretary ofthe Commonwealth.

• PROCESS •

FINDINGS

2. The Massachusetts Office on Disability, the state’s American Dis-
ability Act compliance office, was not aware of the ETRM until it
was published in August 2005.

5. ITD did not formally present the ETRM to the IT Advisory Board,
a nonbinding entity created to coordinate a statewide IT policy
between the three government branches prior to releasing the stan-
dard.
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3. The legislature should add the state’s constitutional office holders
(Secretary of the Commonwealth, Auditor of the Commonwealth,
and Treasurer) to the IT Advisory Board to ensure all governmental
agencies are included in state IT discussions.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The Advisory Board should continue to meet, pursuant to Chapter
149 of the Acts of 2004, to ensure there is a collaborative process in

the development of IT strategy for the Massachusetts government.

2. ITD should establish a formal notice period and public hearing
process prior to issuing all IT architecture standards to ensure there
is an open and transparent administrative process.

|l] Memorandum from Eric Kriss, Secretary, Executive Office for Administra-
tion and Finance, to Peter Quinn, Chief Information Officer, Information
Technology Division (Sept. 26, 2003) (on file with author).

121 The Capital Budget, Eric Kriss, Secretary, Executive Office for Adminis-
tration and Finance (Sept. 29, 2003) (on file with author).

131 Enterprise Open Standards and Open Source Policy, Policy #: ITD-APP-
-01, Information Technology Division (Nov. 24, 2003) (on file with author).

14] Commonwealth of Massachusetts Enterprise IT Strategy, Final Report,
Information Technology Commission, (Feb. 2003) (on file with author). The
IT Commission’s recommendation that the state “[lJeverage ownership of
existing application assets by establishing an ‘open source' program within
the Commonwealth was listed as a ‘Plan’ priority, which was defined as
‘high criticality, low feasibility.’

151 Enterprise Information Technology Acquisition Policy, Policy #: ITD -

APP 02, Information Technology Division, (Jan. 13, 2004) (on file with
author).

161 The Open Source Definition, www.opensource.org. viewed Mar. 9, 2006.
This definition includes 10 requirements for open source definition. For a full
explanation visit http://opensource.org/docs/defmition.php.
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71 Id.

181 TechEncyclopedia, www.techweb.com. viewed Mar. 9, 2006.
http://www.techweb.com/encvclopedia/defineterm.ihtml:isessionid=DE3UM
7XHGKK3SOSNDBQCKHSCJUMEKJVN?term=open+source.

71 Id-

1101 Enterprise Technical Reference Manual version 3.5, Information Tech-
nology Division, (Sept. 21, 2005). The ETRM also provides that Hypertext
Markup Language (HTML) is an example of an open standard. Open stan-
dards imply that multiple vendors can compete directly based on the features
and performance of their products. It also implies that the existing informa-
tion technology solution is portable and it can be removed and replaced with
that of another vendor with minimal effort and without major interruption.

Boston Herald, JayFitzgerald, Saturday, January 15, 2005

1121 Governor Romney’s Progress Report to the People of the Massachusetts
(June 2005) (on file with author).

1131 Brief of the Information Technology Division Regarding Adoption of
Open Document Format, Information Technology Division, submitted to
Senator Marc R. Pacheco, Chairman, Senate Committee on Post Audit and
Oversight (Nov. 16, 2005) (on file with author).

141 ODF Alliance Website. Viewed June 3, 2006. http://www.odfalliance.org/.

1 Id- ETRM v. 3.5

|l6] ITD has provided a list of entities that have implemented software that
supports the ODF, including the French Ministry of Economy, Finance, and
Industry, the Belgium government, Brazil’s Ministry of Health, the U.S.
Office of Health and Human Services, and other private sector companies
such as Genentech and Novell.

1171 Interview with Craig Burlingam
setts Trial Courts, March 8, 2006.

Chief Information Officer, Massachu-

81 Id.

91 ITD Brief.
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1201 Interview with Linda Hamel, ITD General Counsel, February 10, 2006, in
Boston.

1211 The ETRM was published on August 29, 2005 and closed on September 9,
2005, a two week period encompassing the Labor Day holiday. In a Sep-
tember 9, 2005 letter, the Committee requested that ITD extend the public
comment period because of lack of awareness of the issuance of the ETRM.

1 ITD Brief.

1231 TCO was also endorsed as a tool for developing the Massachusetts IT
strategy by the 2002 IT Advisory Committee in the 2003 OSOS report, the IT
Advisory Committee in the Annual Report, and ITD in the 2004 ETRM v.3.5.

1241 Letter from Peter Quinn, Director, Information Technology Division to
Senator Marc R. Pacheco (Sept. 19, 2005) (on file with author).

1251 Public Testimony on the ETRM by John Beveridge, IT Audit Director, for
the Office of the State Auditor, submitted to Information Technology Divi-
sion. Mr. Beveridge inquired whether there was a “sufficient understanding
of the current IT environment across the Commonwealth and the impact of
the change” prior to setting an implementation date and whether ITD consid-
ered “the change required in the culture of information use and management
needed for an enterprise framework.”

1261 Id. Memorandum by Secretary Kriss. While this memo referred to the
more expansive OS/OS proposal, many of the indirect costs of transferring to
a new system would apply under the revised policy.

1271 Email correspondence from John Beveridge, IT Audit Division, Office of
the Auditor of the Commonwealth, to Peter Quinn, Director, Information
Technology Division, public comments on the ETRM (Sept. 9, 2005) (on file
with author). It should be noted that Mr. Beveridge’s comments were not
posted on ITD’s website due to a technology error that prevented submission
prior to the deadline. The comments were subsequently emailed to ITD.

1281 “Wisconsin CIO Gets Slammed on Oracle E-Mail Debacle” Linda Tucci,
SearchClO.com. Visited March 9, 2006. (on file with author).

1251 Email from Linda Hamel, General Counsel, ITD. to Jesse Stanesa,
Director, Senate Committee on Post Audit and Oversight, (March 30, 2006)
(on file with author).
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1301 ITD worked with the state Human Resources Department to develop the
cost analysis. During the October 2005 hearing and as part of its investiga-
tion, the Committee learned that ITD consulted with a limited number of
executive branch CIOs.

[3li Interview with Linda Hamel, General Counsel, Information Technology
Division and Bethann Pepoli, Deputy Chief Information Officer, Information
Technology Division in Boston, Mass. (Feb. 10, 2006). Ms. Hamel informed
the Committee that determined that the Office 12 offers advanced features
that are not required for all desktops in the executive branch and that
OpenOffice would allow ITD to customize each desktop and eliminate
excess functionality for employees.

1321 The ETRM requires the executive branch agencies to make the ODF the
default standard for text and spreadsheet documents.

1331 Interview with Linda Hamel, General Counsel, Information Technology
Division, and Bethann Pepoli, Deputy Chief Information Officer, Informa-
tion Technology Division. February 10, 2006, in Boston, Mass.

1341 In response to a Committee request, Myra Berloff, Director of the Massa-
chusetts Office on Disability, provided a “conservative” estimate of 1,400
state workers with disabilities with 1,000 requiring assistive technology. The
Disability Policy Consortium testified that 18-20% of the population has
some form of disability, which if applied to the executive branch would be
14,400 to 16,000.

Interviews with disability advocates

Interview with disability advocates

1371 Report by the New England INDEX, “Virtual Gateway Resource Informa-
tion Locator Pilot Evaluation”, November 3, 2005.

Interview with disability advocates

1391 Massachusetts Office on Disability, Mission Statement, at
httn.7/www.mass.gov/mod/missionstatement.html. (viewed October 31,
2005) (on file with author)

1401 Public Testimony of Myra Berloff. Director, Massachusetts Office on Dis-
ability, submitted to Peter Quinn, Director, Information Technology Divi-
sion, (Sept. 8, 2005) (on file with author).
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1411 Public Testimony of Myra Berloff, Director, Massachusetts Office on Dis-
ability, submitted to Senator Marc R. Pacheco, Chairman, Senate Committee
on Post Audit and Oversight, (Oct. 31, 2005) (on file with author).

1421 Public Testimony of Jerry Berrier, President, Bay State Council for the
Blind, submitted to Peter Quinn, Director, Information Technology Division.
(Sept. 6, 2005) (on file with author).

1431 Public Testimony of Gerard Boucher, submitted to Peter Quinn, Director,
Information Technology Division. (Sept. 7, 2005) (on file with author).

1441 Public Testimony of Jerry Berrier, President, Bay State Council for the
Blind, submitted to Senate Committee on Post Audit and Oversight (Oct. 31,
2005) (on file with author).

1451 Public Testimony of Peter Quinn, Director, Information Technology Divi-
sion, submitted to the Senate Committee on Post Audit and Oversight (Oct,
31, 2005) (on file with author).

1461 Letter from Thomas Trimarco, Secretary, Executive Office of Administra-
tion and Finance, to Myra Berloff, Director, Massachusetts Office on Dis-
ability (Jan. 13, 2006) (on file with author).

551 Mass. Gen. L c. 110G, § 17(a) (2002)
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1561 Interview with Mr. Stephen Fulchino, Chairman, Records Conservation
Board, in Boston, Mass. (April 7, 2006). In response to an inquiry by the
Committee, Mr. Fulchino expressed the position of the RCB that ITD neither
collaborated nor formally presented the ETRM to the RCB. Ms. Hamel,
General Counsel, ITD provided information to the Committee indicating IT
discussions with the RCB in 2001, although it was unrelated to the ETRM or
the ODF, and also that the agency considered its communications with Mr.
Cote, a member of the RCB, as representative of contact with the RCB.

1571 Doe v. Attorney General refers to a general statute about disclosure of
juvenile records and a subsequent conflicting act governing disclosure of .the
records of juveniles that have committed sex offenses. The subsequent act
was given precedence because the legislature is presumed to be aware of
existing statutes.

1581 ITD specifically removed provisions from the ETRM relative to document
creation, destruction and preservation to avoid conflict with the jurisdiction
of the Secretary of the Commonwealth.

Id, ITD Brief.

'“■ld.

Id

Id. ITD Brief.

1631 Interview with Linda Hamel, General Counsel, Information Technology
Division and Bethann Pepoli, Deputy Chief Information Officer, in Boston,
Mass. (Feb. 10, 2006).

Id. ITD Brief.

1651 The Supervisor submitted a draft proposal for IT Bond funding for the
digital archive that will automatically retain all public records generated by
state and local government entities. This important initiative is designed to
reduce paper costs, avoid lost electronic records, ensure long-term preserva-
tion of records, and provide instant access to public records for all citizens.
ITD has expressed implementation concerns about the proposal and
requested additional information

Supervisor of Public Records Bulletins
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1671 Secretary Galvin’s Guide to the State Public Records Law. MGL 66 § 10
(c). 950 CMR 32.08 (4).

1681 Interview by Andrew Updegrove, Gesmer Updegrove, LLP, with Alan
Cote, Supervisor of Public Records, Office of the Secretary of the Common-
wealth. Mr. Cote commented that the ODF “does show promise as one of the
formats our government should use to accomplish our goals of preserving
records and serving the public.”

1691 It is the understanding of the Committee that the Microsoft Office applica-
tion could support the ODF, as it did the PDF standard in Office 12.
Microsoft informed the Committee that adoption of the PDF standard
required 18 months of research and development. Microsoft is concerned
that results may not produce full functionality for documents.

1701 Interview with Mr. Stephen Fulchino, Chairman, Records Conservation
Board, in Boston, Mass. (April 7, 2006).

711 Mass. Gen. L. c. 110G, § 17 (2002).

1721 In the “Frequently Asked Questions” document on the ITD website, ITD
suggested that it had sole legal authority under the UETA to “create, maintain
and preserve documents.” At the oversight hearing the omission of the Sec-
retary of the Commonwealth and the RCB was clarified.

73i House Bill 4213 (2002)

741 Chapter 142 of the Acts of 2002.

751 Id

1761 Ms. Hamel stated that Mr. Cote is a member of the RCB and ITD consid-
ered him a liaison during the discussions, but the Chairman of the RCB is
Stephen Fulchino, an appointee of the Governor, and there was never a pre-
sentation to other members of the board.

1771 The Society of American Archivists, Statement on the Importance of Sup-
porting State Archival Program, at
http://www.archivists.org/statements/statearchives.asp. (Visited March 23,
2006) (on file with author).

781 Mass. Gen. L. c. 66
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1791 Enterprise IT Strategy, Final Report, Information Technology Commis-
sion, (Feb. 2003) (on file with author).

isoi jxD Website. IT Leaders CIO Meetings. Viewed October 28, 2005. (on
file with author).

1811 Email from Linda Hamel, General Counsel, Information Technology Divi-
sion, to Jesse Stanesa, Director Senate Committee on Post Audit and Over-
sight (Apr. 3, 2006, 12:20 EST) (on file with author).

821 Id.

1831 Email from Bethann Pepoli, Deputy Chief Information Officer, Informa-
tion Technology Division, to Jesse Stanesa, Director, Senate Committee on
Post Audit and Oversight (Feb. 13, 2006, 10:50am) (on file with author).

|S4i Id.

1851 Interview by Andrew Updegrove, Gesmer Updegrove, LLP, with Alan
Cote, Supervisor of Public Records, Office of the Secretary of the Common-
wealth, at
http://www.consortiuminfo.org/newsblog/blogcat.php?ClD=3o&Result_Set=s

1861 Interview with Stephen Fulchino, State Librarian and Chairman of the
Records Conservation Board, in Boston, Mass. (April 7, 2006). Mr.
Fulchino, in response to a Committee inquiry, stated that ITD had never pre-
sented the ETRM to the RGB and that a majority of RCB members agreed
there was an impact on public records.

1871 IT Advisory Board Yearly Report, Fiscal Year 2005, (2005) (on file with
author).

2004 Mass. Acts 149

Id.

1901 The Advisory Board was created in the Fiscal Year 2005 budget, but was
delayed in part due to a reorganization of legislative committees.

IT Advisory Board Annual Report

!| Mass. Gen. L. c. 30A (2002)
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11 Jd- ITD Brief.

1,41 Public testimony to the Information Technology Division by submitted by
Alan Yates, General Manager, Microsoft, September 2005.

1,51 The architecture standards referred to here do not include standards under
the domain of the Enterprise Security Board.

There have been four versions of the ETRM issued since 2003.
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